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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following users are default named users that are
provided with an Onboarding instance?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. HR Manager
B. User
C. Hiring Manager
D. HR Admin
E. Recruiter
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are designing an SSUTLS solution that requires HTTPS
clients to be authenticated by the Web server using client
certificate authentication. The solution must be resilient.
Which of the following options would you consider for
configuring the web server infrastructure? (Choose 2 answers)
A. Configure your Web servers with EIPS Place the Web servers
in a Route53 Record Set and configure health checks against all
Web servers.
B. Configure ELB with TCP listeners on TCP/4d3. And place the
Web servers behind it.
C. Configure your web servers as the origins for a CloudFront
distribution. Use custom SSL certificates on your CloudFront
distribution.
D. Configure ELB with HTTPS listeners, and place the Web
servers behind it.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. area 0 authentication ipsec spi 500 md5 1
234567890ABCDEF1234567890ABCDEF
B. ip ospf message-digest-key 1 md5 C1sc0!
C. ip ospf authentication message-digest
D. area 0 authentication message-digest
Answer: D
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